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E. S. Fox History at Bruce Power
• E. S. Fox is a mechanical and electrical contractor who has been on the Bruce Power Site continually since 2003, successfully completing many projects.

Safety
• Bruce Power and E. S. Fox share the commitment of a “Safety First” work environment with the goal of everyone returning home safely at the end of each work day.
• Integrated strategies and practices are continually reviewed and improved to ensure that a strong Nuclear Safety Culture is maintained.

Indigenous Relations
• Bruce Power’s key initiatives are the driving force that has led to the formation of Indigenous Suppliers Network and our membership in the CCAB.
• Involvement in these and other programs have produced a growing culture of diversity awareness while promoting the advancement of our Indigenous Employment Program.

Local Community Involvement
• Currently 83% of E. S. Fox non manual staff hired to perform work for Bruce Power reside locally in the Tri County area.
• With Bruce Power’s encouragement and example E. S. Fox has become a strong supporter of the culture of “Giving Back” to the community. E. S. Fox values the many local Sponsorship Opportunities provided by Bruce Power as a way to show our gratitude for the privilege of living and working in Bruce County.